Abstract We consider inference of automata from given data. A classical problem is to nd the smallest compatible automaton, i.e. the smallest automaton accepting all examples and rejecting all counterexamples. We study unambiguous automata UFA inference, an intermediate framework between the hard nondeterministic automata NFA inference and the well known deterministic automata DFA inference. The search space for UFA inference is described and original theoretical results on both the DFA and the UFA inference search space are given. An algorithm for UFA inference is proposed and experimental results on a benchmark with both deterministic and nondeterministic targets are provided showing that UFA inference outperforms DFA inference.
Introduction
Motivations: We consider inference of nondeterministic automata NFA from given data. A classical problem is to nd the smallest compatible automaton, i.e. the smallest automaton accepting all examples and rejecting all counterexamples. When automata are deterministic DFA, the problem has been extensively studied and is NP-complete Gol78,PW89 . However, if enough examples and counter-examples are provided, polynomial inference algorithms using state-merging method perform well OG92,Lan92,LPP98 .
NFA inference is known to be harder than DFA inference Hig97 . But, in the Occam's razor paradigm, it is worth noticing that NFA may be exponentially smaller than DFA. NFA also represent some structures -like gaps in genomicmore explicitly than DFA, and therefore are better suited to be interpreted by an expert of the application domain. Experimental results of CF00,DLT01 show that inferring regular languages using classes of automata containing nondeterministic representations is a promising approach.
Nevertheless, all the complexity of NFA is not necessary to take advantage of nondeterminism. We propose to study the inference of an intermediate class of automata, the unambiguous automata UFA. As we will show in this article, inferring UFA enables to introduce a reasonable amount of nondeterminism while keeping some advantages of the DFA representation.
To tackle UFA inference, we consider this problem as a search of a particular UFA in a space of NFA. We propose to adapt states-merging methods -which have been proven successful for DFA inference -to realize UFA inference. We rst describe the search space for NFA inference in the state-merging framework by revisiting results of DMV94 section 1. Then, we propose operators allowing to explore this search space by considering only unambiguous automata section 2. Thanks to operators de ned in section 2, di erent strategies for exploring the search space can be applied. We have implemented a greedy strategy together with a heuristic inspired from classical DFA inference algorithms. This algorithm is shown to perform better on a benchmark of the domain than the original DFA algorithm. A comparison with the DeLeTe2 algorithm which infer residual nite state automata RFSA DLT01 showing that each algorithm is more adapted to di erent subparts of the benchmark is also given.
De nitions and Notations: We denote by jEj the cardinality of a set E. A partition of a set E is a set of subsets of E such that the intersection of each pair of subsets is empty and the union of all subsets is E. An element of a partition is called a block. Let be a nite alphabet, we denote by the set of words on , by the empty word and by juj the length of a word u of . De nition 1. A nondeterministic automaton, or NFA, is a 5-tuple h; Q; I; ; Fi where is the input alphabet, Q is a nite set of states, I Q is the set of initial states, is the transition mapping de ned from Q to 2 Q , F is the set of nal states. The function is classically extended to words by: 8q 2 Q; 8a 2 ; 8w 2 ; q; = fqg; q; aw = S q 0 2 q;a q 0 ; w. A tuple hq; a; q 0 i with q 0 2 q; a is called a transition The regular language recognized by an automaton A is LA = fw 2 j 9q i 2 I; q i ; w \ F 6 = ;g. We associate two languages to each state q of an automaton, its pre x language which is the set of words w such that q 2 I ; w; and its su x language which is the set of words w such that q; w \ F 6 = ;. NFA are considered trimmed i.e. no state has an empty pre x or su x language. The size of a NFA A is de ned as its number of states. A deterministic nite automaton, or DFA is a NFA h; Q; I; ; Fi such that: jIj = 1 and 8q 2 Q; 8a 2 ; j q; aj 1. Some particular DFA can be de ned. The canonical automaton of the regular language L, denoted by AL, is the unique minimal DFA accepting L. The universal automaton, UA or more simple UA, is the canonical automaton A accepting all words on gure 2.
An acceptance for a word w 2 -with w = a 1 : : : a jwj -in an automaton A = h; Q; I; ; Fi is a sequence q 0 ; : : : ; q jwj w of jwj+1 states such that q 0 2 I, 8i 2 1; jwj , q i 2 q i 1 ; a i , q jwj 2 F. Transitions hq i 1 ; a i ; q i i are said reached by the acceptance. The ambiguity degree of an automaton A is the maximum number of acceptances that exist in A for a word of . An unambiguous nite automaton, or UFA, is a NFA with an ambiguity degree inferior or equal to one gure 1. When a NFA is not a UFA, we say it is ambiguous.
Figure1. An example of UFA, representing the language a
Notice that the class of DFA is included in the class of UFA. DFA and UFA are obviously included in the class of NFA. NFA, UFA and DFA can represent any regular language. This document includes theorems for which only hints of proofs are provided; for complete proofs the reader can consult CF03 .
1 Search space for automata inference
The search space we want to explore is the restriction to UFA of the search space for NFA inference by means of state-merging methods. This rst section presents and revisits the NFA search space described by DMV94,Dup96 . Next section will study its restriction to UFA.
In the framework of inference from given data Gol78 , we try to infer languages from a training sample. In this paper, we de ne a training sample of a language L to be a couple of nite sets hS + ; S i, where S + L is called the positive training sample and S rL is called the negative training sample.
For the sake of clarity we consider only the positive training sample in sections 1 and 2. However, results of these sections can be easily extended to consider unbiased inference AS95,Cos99 , i.e. to consider symmetrically the two parts of the sample.
An underlying assumption for inference of an automaton is that the positive training sample is representative enough of the language to learn. This can be formalized by the notion of structural completeness which intuitively means that all constituents of target automaton are useful for the sample recognition. More formally:
De nition 2. A positive training sample S + is said to be structurally complete with respect to an automaton A i there exists an acceptance set A containing exactly one acceptance for each word of S + such that: -every transition of A is reached by an acceptance of A, -every initial state of A is the rst state of an acceptance of A, -every nal state of A is the last state of an acceptance of A.
Structural completeness hypothesis enables one to restrict the search space to a nite ordered set 1 of automata with a top and a bottom element. The top element of this set is the universal automaton and the bottom element is the Maximal Canonical Automaton gure 2. De nition 3. The maximal canonical automaton with respect to a positive sample S + = fw 1 ; : : : ; w jS+j g, denoted by MCAS + or more simply MCA, is the union of canonical automata Afw i g for each word of the sample i 2 1; jS + j . 1 Vocabulary of this paper concerning ordered sets is taken from DP90 .
The MCA realizes a learning by rote of the positive sample. Inference in the state-merging framework consists in generalizing the language recognized by the MCA by merging its states or unifying them, see DMV94 for a constructive de nition. Given an automaton A, and a partition on states of A, we can construct an automaton A=. A= is constructed by merging the states of A being in a same block of the partition . We say that A= is derived from A with respect to partition .
We denote the set of partitions on the states of MCA by PMCA. An order on the partitions of PMCA can be de ned as follows: we say that a partition 2 directly derives from partition 1 , denoted by 1 2 , if 2 can be constructed Theorem 11 The search space for NFA under the hypothesis of structural completeness of a positive training sample S + is AMCAS + .
Hint of the proof: The proof is an extension of the proof provided by DMV94 taking into account our more precise de nition of structural completeness and NFA having more than one initial state.
UA:
Figure2. Universal automaton UA, Maximal canonical automaton MCA for S+ = faaa; bba; baaag, PMCA and AMCA. Let hfaaaaaagi. When looking at derived automata from these partitions, we count a unique DFA, two UFA and 7 NFA, 5 being isomorphic.
To explore the search space of UFA, we could consider only state-merging from the MCA leading to other UFA. Indeed, we show in CF03 -extending a theorem of Dup96 for DFA -that all UFA of the search space can be reached from the MCA by a sequence of merge considering only UFA.
Nevertheless, we focus in this paper on another state-merging operator for UFA inference called unambiguous merging. This operator can be considered as the counterpart of the deterministic merging operator which has been extensively used in DFA inference algorithms e.g. OG92,LPP98 .
From deterministic merging to unambiguous merging
The deterministic merging operator is based on a procedure called merging for determinisation. After introducing a few de nitions and a property, we present the dual merging for disambiguisation procedure and then the unambiguous merging operator 2 .
Two states q 1 and q 2 are said to be in common pre x relation resp. in common su x relation if the intersection of their pre x languages resp. their su x languages is not empty. Two states q 1 and q 2 simultaneously in common pre x relation and in common su x relation are said in parallel acceptance relation, denoted by q 1 k q 2 .
Property 21 An automaton A = h; Q; I; ; Fi is ambiguous i it has two di erent states in parallel acceptance relation. Hint of the proof: For every couple of di erent states hq1; q2i in parallel acceptance relation, there exists a word u common to their pre x languages and a word v common to their su x languages. This is equivalent to the existence of two acceptances for the word uv, the rst reaching q1 and the second q2 by the word u.
The sets of common pre x and common su x relations can be computed and incrementally maintained after each merge CF00 . Common su x relation is presented here for the rst time but can be maintained exactly like incompatibility relation presented in CF00 . Parallel acceptance relation is directly deduced from the previous.
Algorithm 1 Merging for disambiguisation of A = h; Q; I; ; Fi 1: while 9q1; q2 2 Q; q1 k q2; q1 6 = q2 do 2: A mergeA;q1; q2 By using these relations, we can now de ne the merging for disambiguisation procedure algorithm 1. This procedure consists in merging pair of states in parallel acceptance relation. Each merge possibly entailing new relations, the procedure stops merging when no more couple of states are in parallel acceptance relation.
Compared to merging for determinisation, which can be de ned as merging of all states in common pre x relation, merging for disambiguisation merges all states both in common pre x relation and common su x relation. Therefore merging for disambiguisation realizes only a subset of the merging needed by merging for determinisation and allows a ner exploration of the search space.
Merging for disambiguisation resp. merging for determinisation does all necessary and su cient merging to reach the closest UFA resp. DFA derived from a NFA. We formalize this fact for UFA by property 22:
Property 22 Let Let us remark that property 22 entails that whatever the order of merging realized by merging for disambiguisation or merging for determinisation, these merging always lead to the same automaton.
We now introduce the operator of unambiguous merging resp. deterministic merging. Unambiguous resp. deterministic merging consists in merging two states of an automaton and applying merging for disambiguisation resp. determinisation to the resulting automaton.
We will denote by A 1 dis A 2 resp. A 1 det A 2 if automaton A 2 can be obtained by applying one unambiguous resp. deterministic merging on A 1 .
Relations
dis and det will denote respectively the transitive closure of dis and det .
As shown by theorem 22, every UFA derived from a given UFA A -i.e. The counterpart of this theorem for DFA and deterministic merging is also true, i.e.: 8A 1 ; A 2 2 DFA; A 1 2 AA 2 A 2 det A 1 .
Section 3 presents the use of the operator of unambiguous merging to explore the space of UFA.
3 Experimental comparison 3.1 Algorithms and benchmarks Section 2 detailed both the search space for UFA and operators available to explore it. Di erent strategies can be applied when using these operators. Our experimental results are based on a greedy search -presented by algorithm 2 -which is the classical approach applied for DFA inference e.g. OG92,LPP98 . The choose-two-states method of this algorithm represents the heuristic, i.e.
Algorithm 2 Principle of greedy state-merging algorithms.
Function greedy-state-merging-algorithmS = hS+;S i A MCAS+ or A PTAS+ for DFA inference while choose-two-statesA; q1; q2 do A 0 state-mergingA; q1; q2 if A 0 is compatible with S then A A 0 return A the order used to try state-mergings. The state-merging method depends on which class of automata is inferred: we use deterministic merging and unambiguous merging for respectively DFA and UFA inference.
We compared the best heuristic known for DFA inference, called EDSM LPP98 , a hill-climbing strategy for UFA detailed in subsection 3.2 and inference of RFSA Residual Finite State Automata with the DeLeTe2 algorithm DLT01 . The experimental comparison of DFA, UFA and RFSA inference is based on benchmarks provided in DLT00,DLT01 . These benchmarks contain training and testing sets for languages generated using di erent methods: construction of random DFA, random NFA and random regular expressions. We added to this benchmark languages generated by a UFA generator.
The UFA generator takes ve parameters: a number of states N, a probability p i for a state to be initial, a probability p f to be nal, an alphabet and a number of transition t. After constructing the N states of the generated automaton A, each state is set initial with probability p i ; then each state is set nal with probability p f , except if this entails that A became ambiguous; and then, we try t times to insert a new transition hq 1 ; a; q 2 i between states of A q 1 , q 2 and a being chosen uniformly in Q Q, this transition insertion is rejected if it entails A to be ambiguous. UFA of the benchmark have been generated with parameters: N = 20, p i = 0:3, p f = 0:3, t = 60 and = f0; 1g.
Training and testing samples are generated with the method used in DLT01 :
for each word w of the sample, its length is chosen uniformly in 0; 29 and w is chosen uniformly between words of this length. w is labeled by '+' if it is in the generated language and by '-' otherwise. 30 languages are generated for each size of training sample 50, 100, 150 or 200. The generated language is kept only if the corresponding training sample contains at most 80, and at least 20, of words labeled by`+'. Testing sample of each language contains 1000 examples and counter-examples.
3.2 Heuristics for UFA and DFA inference Heuristic: For UFA inference, we use a hill-climbing heuristic, i.e. we choose the unambiguous merging leading to the smallest automaton which is equivalent to the unambiguous merging entailing the most state-mergings. For DFA inference we used the EDSM heuristic for Evidence Driven State-Merging. This heuristic has been proposed by LPP98 and won the grammatical inference competition Abbadingo Abb98 . EDSM chooses the deterministic merging that entails the most number of merge between nal states by merging for determinisation.
In practice, these two heuristics need the computation respectively of each possible deterministic mergings and unambiguous mergings of two states. A score is given to each state pair consisting in the number of merged states for UFA, and of the number of merged nal states for DFA, and the states pair with the best score is choosen.
Even if a priori di erent, these two heuristics may be seen as closely related to each other with respect to the notion of acceptance.
Indeed, the choice of counting merge between nal states instead of merge between every states in EDSM can be seen as a measure of the size of the intersection of su xes languages of the two scored states. The pre x languages of states of a DFA being disjoint, this measure can also be seen as a measure of the number of acceptances being uni ed by the state-merging.
This idea is also present in the hill-climbing heuristic for UFAs. Each statemerging computed by the merging for disambiguisation procedure is due to the existence of two acceptances for a word. These state-mergings therefore enable to unify acceptances, and the number of merged states can can be considered as a measure of the number of uni ed acceptances.
Use of counter-examples: Counter-examples may be used in di erent ways.
We can consider biased inference which consists in generalizing examples and stopping the generalization with the counter-examples DMV94 . We can also consider unbiased inference AS95,Cos99 , which consider that the couple S + and S are examples respectively of the target language L and of L = rL. In this context, the two languages L and L are inferred by generalizing simultaneously S + and S using a classi er automaton. Generalization is stopped with the constraint L \ L = ; instead of L \ S = ;.
The DeLeTe2 algorithm works in the biased inference paradigm. The EDSM heuristic has been presented in LPP98 in the unbiased inference paradigm but can also be applied to biased inference as presented in the previous paragraph. In this paper we compare the use of the EDSM heuristic for DFA inference both in the unbiased and biased paradigm, hill-climbing for UFA inference both in the unbiased and biased paradigm and DeLeTe2. Corresponding algorithms will be denoted respectively D edsm , Db edsm , U hc , Ub hc , and DLT2. We will also consider the majority vote denoted by MAJ.
3.3
Inference results
The evaluation consists in scoring each algorithm for each benchmark thanks to its average recognition level on the test sets gure 5. Like DLT01 , we also compare algorithms thanks to matches noted algo1-algo2 in gure 6. A match consists in counting the number of time an algorithm is better than another in term of recognition rate, and we count a tie when the di erence is not signi cant using the Mac Nemar test Die98 . DFA inference on the DFA benchmark. We explain this by considering that choosing the wrong unambiguous merging at a step of the algorithm causes less constraints on future mergings than choosing a wrong deterministic merging. A wrong unambiguous merging can therefore be partly corrected by future mergings.
We can also remark that the biased versions of the algorithms are much better than the unbiased one on benchmarks for which L and r L are not generated symmetrically Ub hc won 135 times against 63 for U hc , and Db edsm won 168 times against 56 for D edsm on these benchmarks. When comparing UFA and RFSA inference, tables of gures 5 and 6 show that UFA inference and RFSA inference are each better suited to di erent subpart of the benchmark: Ub hc performs better than DLT2 on UFA and DFA based benchmarks. However, DLT2 is the best algorithm on benchmarks based on NFA and regular expressions. Thus, we suppose that the class of UFA is closer to DFA than the class of RFSA is close to NFA and regular expressions.
Conclusion
We have revisited the search space for automata inference. We formalized properties known on the DFA search space, and extended them to the UFA search space. This work leaded to the extension of the well known deterministic merging operator to the unambiguous merging operator, which seems very promising for automata inference. Indeed, this new operator allows us to propose a heuristic closely related to EDSM LPP98 . The use of the unambiguous merging operator together with this heuristic has been shown to perform well on benchmarks of the domain.
Deeper studies on the deterministic merging operator and on the unambiguous merging operator have shown that these operators give a lattice structure to the search space CF03 . Therefore, practical results presented in this paper use only part of the available theoretical properties. Integrating these properties in inference algorithms is an open perspective to our research.
